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By W. E. Phillips, Jr. 
An investigation was made of a turbojet engine fn an altitude test 
f ac i l i t y  t o  supplement existing data relevast t o  gas-teqerature control 
t r o l   f o r  minimizing turbine-blade amage are cmsidered h~ this report. 
1 in a turbo jet engine. "he problems associated with gas-temperature con- 
Steady-state temperature distributions, FncludFng the turbine-blade 
temperatures, were iuvestigahd at  rated engine speed fo r  a range of al- 
titudes and flight speeds. The tail-pipe gars temperature was found to 
be most indicative of the turbine-blade temperature over a range of oper- 
ation. For al canditions considered, the tail-pipe gas temgerature was 
between l&oo and 210° F lower than the maximum turbine-blade temperature. 
The dynamic responses of the turbine-blade temperatures t o  the tail- 
pipe gas temperature at  actual rated engine speed were evaluated over a 
range of altitudes. For al conditims, the aynamic responses were found 
to be essentially ffrst-order Lags. For this reason, the bl&de-teMperature 
dynamic response m a ~ r  be represented by a chEtracteristic time c m s b t .  
These blade time canatants vary with positian an the blade, the leading 
edge having the shortest time constant, the t r a i l i n g  edge s l ight ly  longer, 
and the midchord time constant longer than the leading-edge the constant 
by a factor of two. 
The the constants  for the trail- edge and midchord portions of the 
turbine blade were calculated and s h m d  good agreement with the experi- 
mental results. 
The tirue constants increased with an increase 3 n  altitude, and this 
variatian  correlated very w e l l  w i t h  a theoretical  calculated variation. 
The calculated variation indicated that the blade time constants varied 
hversely as 0.8 power of engine f l o w .  
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Data were taken i n  the regbn fram start t o  idle in order t o  deter- 
mine the acceleration characteristics of the engine as a function of 
tail-pipe gas temperature. A t  each engine speed during the transient 
from start t o  idle, a definite maximum acceleration obtainable was 
found. Over the majority of the speed range €'ram start t o  idle, thie  
maximum occurred a t  a tail-pipe gas temperature of Less than 1400° F. 
INTRODUCTION 
The object of this report is t o  discuss and supplereent exis t ing 
data relevant t o  the problem of gas-temgerature control  within a turbo- 
jet engine. Two operating regioss of the enghe where blade failures 
are most prevalent are considered. These regions &re the rated-power 
regians where stress-rupture failures are prevalent, and the s t a r t i n g  
regians where thermal-stress failures w occur because of adverse %em- 
perature patterns through the blades. 
Xn the rated-power region of operatian, current practice is t o  me 
the tai l -pipe gas temperature as the gas-temperature control eignal. 
Limi ts  determined from engine-Wge records for the particular engine 
are imposed on the gas temgerature t o  prevent damage t o  the turb3ne 
blades. The difference between tail-pipe gas temperature and turbine- 
blade tenaperatwe varies, however, with operating conditions, and thie 
deviation may impose unnecessary restraints on the engine thrust i n  the 
intereste of turbine-blade safety. AB an indkation of the relative sen- 
s i t i v i ty  of thrust and blade l i f e  a t  rated engine power for a current en- 
gine, if the turbine-inlet gas tenperatwe is increased t o  give a 10- 
percent increase in thrust, the stress-rupture l i f e  of the blade is de- 
creased by 90 percent. 
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I n  order t o  realize mare of the capabilities of the engine 3 n  the 
rated-power region without appreciably reducing the en-e l i fe ,  8 
temperature-control s i g n a l  more  accurate than the tail-pipe gas m e r -  
ature may be required. Steady-state temperature data in the region of 
the turbine, i n c l u d ~ g  the turbine-blade temperatures, are presented in 
references 1 and 2. These references, homver, do not discuss the prob- 
lem. from the cantrol viewpoint. 
"he seriousness of the teqera ture  problem in the rated-power re- 
gim is t eqe red  B e t  when the turbine-blade aynamics are consideRd. 
The mass of the turbine blade prevents the tGbine-blade temgerature fran 
immediately following a change in the surrounding gas temperature. An- 
alytical and experimental results in reference 3 show that the reeponse F 
of blade temgerature t o  a step in gas temperature approximates very 
closely a first-order lag, Ehnd the m c s  of the turbine-blade tenrper- 
ature may be characterized by thb= constants. These blade ayaamice 
al low short bursts of overrated power without overtenqeraturing the 
. .  
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turbine. References 3 aiid 4 contain the only previous experimental 
study of turbine-blade tenq?erature dynamics, but the study was limited 
to sea-level data. Before the restrictions on engine gas temperature 
during transient operatian can be s a f e l y  relaxed, the variation of the 
blade time constant must be deterenined over a range of altitudes at 
rated engine rotor speed. 
The blade-failure problem fn the  starting  cycle of a turbojet en- 
gine results frm the rapid changes in gas tenqlerature as the engine is 
started and accelerated to the idle engine speed. These rapid changes 
may cause turbine-blade damage because of adverse temperature patterns. 
The trend has been t o  assmae that a higher gas temperature wil result 
in better  acceleration  characteristics frm start-to-idle engine speed. 
This methd unfortunately incre8ses the tendency of damage t o  the tur- 
bine blades. It is desirable then t o  investigate the engine behavior 
in the transient condition frcpn  engine s t a r t  t o  engine idle. 
The scope of this report covers three phases of the ten.pra;ture- 
control problem in turbojet engines: 
(1) The steady-state correlation of gas temperatures wFth the blade 
temperatm in the rated-power region 
{ z )  '~fhe dymznic-terqerature chaxacteristics (tim cmstants) of the 
turbine blades at rated power, including  both experimental and 
calculated results 
(3) The gas teqerattme-accelemtion characteristics i n  the start- 
ing region. 
The data for   the rated-power region are takj=n a t  two flight speeds 
and several altitudes, wbereas the starting  characteristics data are 
taken at sea level  and zero ram. ' 
The engine frcm which the data were obtained had an axial-type com- 
pressor and a single-stage turbine. The engine w8s munted i n  an alti- 
tude test tank, and the s s t e d  flight cmdLtions were varied from 
sea-level  static to an altitude of 45,000 feet and a Mach rider of 0.8. 
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Instrumentation 
A 
w i n e  speed and various gas and blade tel~lperatures were measured 
both ir, steady-state and t m s i e n t  operation. An instrumentation ~JXLW- 
ing of the engine (fig. 1) inaca tes  the positions of the gas-temperature 
probes. 
(33s ten~em~ure6. - Two method6 were used to measure the gas tenper- 
atures. One method is applicable t o  steady-state measurements and per- 
mits the recording of the temperatures m flight recorders. The other 
method is applicable t o  tramLent masurements and compemates f o r  the 
dynamics introduced by the mass of the thermocouple. 
The steady-state method was used t o  measure the gas-tenperatme 
distributions at  the turbine Wet,  turbine outlet, and tall-pipe eta-  
tians. The turbine-Wet and turbine-outlet thermocouplee were in either 
single-point or f ive-point rakes, as indicated in figure 1. The tail- 
pipe thermocouples were all in single-point rakes. Ten tail-pipe r a k e s  
were distributed  circumferenthlly Ebnd the average of these was read. 
The temperatures were recorded on a recording po%enticine€er. 
To accurately measure the tail-pipe gas temperature during engLne 
transients, the aynamics of the sensing thermocouples had t o  be consid- 
ered. The tail-pipe gas thermocouples were conetructed with U-gage 
wire (0.040 inch diameter) i n  order t o  prevent burnout of the thermo- 
couples. A t  sea-level rated-power conditions, the frequency response 
of these thermocouples is flat  t o   l e s s  than 1 cycle per secand, whereas 
for  adequate hformation, it is necessary t o  read flat to at  least 5 
cycles per secand. With altitude, the frequency response of the ther- 
mcouples becomes worse. 
A compensatian method, similar t o  that discussed in reference 5, 
ia necessary in the measurement of transient tail-pipe gas temperature. 
The method used 3.13 this experimental study fs shown in block diagmm form 
in  figure 2(a ) .  The signal X entering the colnpensation network is, in 
operational f om, 
where T~~ is the time  constant of the thermocouple. (The symbols used 
i n  t h i s  report are defined in appendix A. 1 If the camqpensation network 
is assumed t o  have the transfer function 
. .. - 
t, 
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In practical appl-icatians, however, equation (2) is ing?ossLble t o  use 
because the derivative term introduces noise problems. A ccqrcanise 
must be made of the form 
where y is approximately 0.1. The cmpensation then has increased the 
frequency response by a factor of ten. 
The time constmt of the t h e m c w l e  will change w5th the operating 
conditions and the compensation network must be adjustable. R a t h e r  thas 
evalmte the thermocouple time c0nstsn.t; a t  all conditions, the actuator 
shown in figure 2(b is used to  determine the proper ccnrqeensat ion. Ac- 
position shown in figure 2(b) m s e s  a step increase in  gas temgerature 
at the themocmgle. The ccanpensation network is then adjusted t o  give 
a step Fncrease in voltage E. One actuator and five circumferentially 
distrmuted themocazples were used in this study. The carnpensated tail- 
pipe gas temperature was recorded on a @vatmetric oscillograph. The 
galvanometer element used had a frequency response f la t  t o  50 cycles per 
second. 
L tuating the movable shield fmm an extRaded posftion t o  the retracted 
- 
Turbine-blade teqeratures  . - The turbine-blade t w e r a t u r e s  were 
measured by them.~couples which w e r e  imbedded in the turbFne blades. The 
method of mounting the thermocozzples in the blades is -cussed in ref- 
erence 2. The thermocouple leads were extended tbrough the h o l l o w  rotor 
shaft t o  slip rings mmted on the  front of the engine. 
A steady-state  survey was made of the blade temperatures with the 
radial array shown in f igLzre 3(a). Tu0 thermocorrpLes were put on each 
of three of the turbine blades t o  obtaw the six desired radlal loca- 
t ions.  The thermoearples were located at  the midchord position. The 
steady-state turbine-blade temperatures were recorded on a recordhg 
potent ioIrleter I 
The transient data were taken with the chord-wise turbine-blade 
themcouple array shown in figure 3(b). ’Ifhe chord sectian was chosen 
chord-wise themcouple locations are given in figure 3(b). Each posi- - t ion was dupli&ted t o  a l l o w  for thermocoqple burnout. The six t h e m -  
couples were then placed two on each 09 three turbhe blades. The tran- 
sient turbine-blade temperatures were recorded on a gaJ.vanom?tric 
A t o  be at  the maximum radial tempemture  location. The dimensions of the 
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oscillograph. The galwameter elerents used for recording the turbine- 
blade teq)eratures had a frequency  response f la t  t o  10 cycle8 per second. % 
Two rakes of the form shown i n  figure 4 were installed directly be- 
hind the turbine blades. The rakes were designed t o  -sure the radia- 
t ion frm the turbbe blades. Each rake had three thermocouples; one 
rake with the shell-type tips and one rake with the knob-type t i p s .  The 
shell-type  tips had a themcouple imbedded b a black disk in order t o  
obtain  the maximum radiation  sensitivity and t h i s  disk was protected by 
the shell t o  minimize the gas-temperatme and wall-temperature effects 
upon the thermocouple readbg. The hob-type tips were designed to meas- 
ure a mean temperature, Fncluding blade radiaticm. 
Only steady-state measurements made with the recording potentiometers 
were taken w i t h  the  radiation probes. 
Nozzle-diaphragm blades. - The two nozzle-diapbragm b M e s  behind 
the center of each burner were F n a t m t e d  with one thermocouple welded 
to   t he  leading edge of each blade. The thermocorples were mounted at 
the midspan point of the blades. Xndividual naeasurements of the steady- 
state nozzle-diaphragm blade t q r a t u r e s  were made on a recordhg 
potentimeter. 
Engine speed. - A 100-tooth tachometer-generator was mounted on an 
englne accessory pad. and pravided an e1ectrLca.l pulse train  indicative of 
engine speed. The tachometer output was f ed   t o  an electronic counter 
which displayed the steady-state engine speed. 
The electranic counter also provided a voltage signal  fran the m e  
train which was recorded on the @vanometric oscillograph t o  give the 
transient-speed signal. The galvanometric element used had a frequency 
response f la t  t o  20 cycles per second. 
Steady4tate Data 
In order t o  obtain temperature profiles and dlstributiona, steady- 
state data were tagen at the conditions shown i n  table I(a) . The condi- 
tions for each point were set and the following temgeratures read on 
flight recorders: turbine inlet, nozzle-d.f@r€vw blades, turbine blsdes 
(radial surv.ey), turbine outlet, asd tail-pipe gas temperature. 
T m s i e n t  Eat& 
Transient data were taken at  the conditions shown in  table X[b 1 . 
The i n i t i a l  and ffnal engine speeds of these transients are also shown. 
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Ln the rated-power region, step fncreases in fuel flow correspond- 
plus relief -valve  dieferential-pressure regulator assenibly as discussed - in reference 6. This  fue l  valve has a frequency  response flat t o  over 
30 cycles per second. A t  each condition the tail-pipe thermocouple can- 
pensator was adjusted, the  step  initiated, and the transients recorded 
on the oscillograph. Recordins were made of engine speed, turbine- 
blade temperatures (chord-wise survey), nozzle-diaphragm blade temper- 
atures, and campensated tail-pipe gas temperature. 
?- ing t o  the speed changes shown in the table were supplied by a thro t t le  
In obtaining the transient m s  Froan start t o  idle, the normal 
starting procedure for the engine was used. Three 8-s were recorded; 
a cold start, a hot start, and a normal start. Eslgine speed and trail- 
pipe gas tenperatme were recorded on the oscillograph. 
Steady-State Temperature D a t a  
e 
In treating the steady-state temperature-uantrol problem, it is 
necessary first to evaluate  the  general  tempratme  distributions through- 
out the engine, and second to evaluate and ccqare,  at  rated engine speed, 
specific gas tempratme as possfile control signals. 
- 
Data were taken at  the steady-state conditions shown in table 1(a) 
jn order to determine the temperature distributians at various statim 
h the engFne. The gas temgeratures are plotted as f'unctions of the dis- 
tance fran the outer engine wall. (The location of the thermocouples i n  
relation t o  the outside wall are given in fig. 5. ] These data are pre- 
sented in figure 6. 
The blade-temperature cmtour remafns very 8- 88 the operating 
conditians me varied, whereas the gas-teqerature contours vary consid- 
erably as the ccmdltians are varied. Therefore, measurements for at 
least three  circumferential  locations at each statim were a v w d  f o r  
each data point presented for the turbine inlet,  turbine outlet, nozzle 
diaphragn, and tail-pipe gas temperatures. 
In order t o  evaluate various temperatures as possible control sig- 
nals, data at actual rated engfne speeds using the cmditians shown in 
table II were taken. The maxhmm blade teqera ture  is considered as a 
reference or base in evaluating the relative merits of the varfous tem- 
peratures. Since only one 6-1 is used as the contm77ing signal a d  
because the contours of the various temperature curves vary with opera- 
tFng condition, the average tenqerature value at each stati& was deter- 
mined from the data. The vaziation of these avezage ten&peratwes f r m  
the maximum blade temperature was then  calculated and is presented in 
table II. 
R 
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The temgerature variations of the average temperatures included in 
table U: are plotted as functions of S/e in f 7. The data for R 
these curve8 were taken at actual rated engine speed. The data give 
f a i r l y  smooth curves for the wide range o f  S/Q values included la fig- 
ure 7. The lower values of &/e indicate primrily a high a l t i tude ,  
and the higher values of S/e indicate a lower altitude. An lncrease 
b flight speed at a given altitude will increase the value of S / e .  A 
value of 1.0 for  &/e is obtained a t  sea-level static conditions. 
L 
The desired  characteristic  for a teqerature-control signal has a cn E
temperature variation from the maximum blade temperature that is inde- 
pendent of operating canditiccns. I n  figure 7, this characteristic w d d  
be indicated by a curve ;Lndependent of &/e, that is, a constant value 
of temgerature differential .  The deviwbion of the data curves in figure 
7 from a constant value may be used as a measure of effectiveness of each 
temperature as a temgerature-control signal.  These curves show that 
tail-pipe  as tmperatqe ia the best tempeFtF-contrpl  sigual fo r  
steady-state operation. The taU-pipe gas. temperature yield8 a negative 
difference of 210° F from the m~aximwn turbine-blade te rature in the 
low alt i tude range. A t  altitudes above 30,OOO feet  ( 6 7 .  0.401, th i s  c 
tail-pipe twerature dirferent-1 drops t o  less than ZOOo F. We cur- 
rent practice of us- the tail-pipe gas temperature a B  a temgerature- 
control signal is therefore valid. .r 
TurbIne-Blade Temperature Dynamics 
The mass of the turbine blade prevents the turbine-blade tenqera- 
ture from immediately following a change in the ~urrounding gas t-er- 
ature. Analytical and W e r i m n t a l  results i n  reference 3 show that 
the response of blade temperatme t o  a step In gas temperature very 
.closely approximates a f5rst-order lag, and the ayaamics of the turbine- 
blade tqerature  may be characterized by tim constants. These blade 
dynamics al low short burst of high gas temgerature without ove&emper- 
aturtng the turbine blades. Reference 3 Included experinental blade- 
temperatue-dymmic data, but only at sea-level statie conditions. An 
extension of the experimental data t o  a range of altitudes wa6 deslred 
in this investigation. 
table- determine the blade-teqperature-dymmic charac- 
te r i s t ics .  zche desired frequency responses were obta-d by the method 
of reference 7 .  The frequency responses determined were the leading- 
edge, midchord, aad trailing-edge turbine-blade tenperatwe responses 
relative to the carpensated taU-p ip  gas temperature, and the canrpen- 
sated tail-pipe gas temperature and engine-speed responses relative to 
the fuel flow. 
er-ntal data. - Data were taken a t  the conditians shown in 
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The responses obtained at an altitude of 7000 feet and at  Mach 0.8 
for a transient in engine speed from 90 to 100 percent of rated are shown 
in figure 8. The frequency-response curves f o r  the transient data taken 
a t  the remainder of the conditfans of table I(b 1 were similar in shape 
to the c u e s  of figure 8. 
The dynamic responses obtain& at all the cmditions may be closely 
approximated by the following transfer functions: 
The dynamic temperature characteristics of the turbhe blade and 
tail-pipe gas temgeratures are determined by the blade time constant 
Tb, the engtae time canstant T ~ ,  and the tail-pipe gas temperature-rise 
ra t io  b . Fram plots f3-r t o  those of ffgure 8, the aynamic charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  T ~ ,  z, and b were determined for  each condition FavestQated. 
The dynamic characteristics axe plotted as a function of alt i tude 
in figure 9. As shown in  these curves, the turbine-blade time canstants 
and the engbe time constant increase with altitude, whereas the tail- 
pipe .gas temperature-rise r a t io  decreases as the altitude increases. 
Use in control. - If T~ > bTe and L P  in  a transient, the engine 
speed never overshoots the flnal speed, the blade temperature Kill never 
overshoot its f h a l v a l u e .  This characteristic is of pa r t i cu la r  mor -  
tance at the rated engine parer  conditim, where blade overtemperature 
can darnage the blades. For the engine studied in this report, the ra t io  
Tb/bTe is greater than unity in the region above 8OOO feet at Mach 
0.8 and rated engine power. In  this operating region then, a speed con- 
t r o l  which permits no speed overshoot prevent any overshoot -In 
turbine-blade temperature and eliminates the need for a separste 
tatperature-7imiting control. 
Analytical &velapment. - The study presented herein will include 
the  calculation of the film coefficients for the midchord and trailing- 
edge portions of the turbine blade, the  calculation of the turbine-blade 
temerature dynamic responses, and the calculations of the variation of 
the dynamic responses with altitude. 
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Two aaalytical methods of determining the dynamic response of 
turbine-blade temperature to  tail-pipe gas  temgerature were presented 
in reference 3 and are used in  this study. In one method (method A) 
only the lag due to the fibn coefficient is considered, whereas in the 
other method (method B] the temperature gradient within the blade is 
also considered. For thin cross sections, such as turbine blades, 
method A and method B yield very similar results. Method A yield8 di- 
rectly a t3.m consta.nt, and the results of method B may be characterized 
by a tbne constant. 
The calculations f o r  the film coefficient h for  the midchord and 
trailing-edge portions of the turbine blade are presented in de ta t l  in 
appendix B. These calculations are based on information given in refer- ' 
ences 4, 8, and 9. A scale drawing of the blade ia shown in flgure 10, 
and the shapes assumed for  the portions of the blade used i n  calcula- 
tions are superkposed. The cad i t ions  for which the calculatians were 
made are  rated engine speed, an altitude of 7000 feet, and a Mch num- 
ber of 0.8. The results of the f ilm-coefficient CaLcuLatiOns are in- 
cluded in table $11. 
w 
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The dynamic responses of the turbine-blade teqerature t o  the ta3J" 
pipe  as temperature were calculated for the midchord 8nd trafling-edge 
portions of the turbine blade. These calculations are presented i n  de- 
tai l  in appendix C, and the results of the calculations included in 
table III. No attempt m s  made t o  calculate either the film coefficient 
or the time constant of the leading-edge portim of the blade because of 
insufficient lmowledge of the heat-transfer characteristics of tMs 
port ian.  of the blade. .. 
The results of the calcula;tions, in the form of frequency responses, 
are presented in figure U. Because d the thin turbFne blade consid- 
ered, method6 A and B gives very similar result8 in the midchord and 
trailing-edge  regions. . .  
The varjations of the turbine-blade time canstants w i t h  altitude 
are calculated In appendix D. The time constants were found t o  vary 
inversely with W:08, which means the time constants Fncrease as the 
altitude increases. A curve of (l/Wa)o'8 as  a function of altitude 
for  the engine hvestigated is shown in figure 12. 
Correlation af experimental and analytical results. - The blade 
time-constant calculations. s m i z e d  in table ITI were made for  a 
condition at Mach 0.8, an Llt itude of 7000 feet, and at an actual ra ted 
engine speed. A comparison of the experimental value6 with the calcu- 
lated values is made in table 111, and g o d  agreement is obtalned. 
. 
. 
4 
As developed Ln appendix C the blade time-canstant variation with 
altitude was inversely as wa O". The carparisan of the c d c u l a t e d  curve 
with the experimental data fs made in figure 12. All curves shown were 
a g r e m n t  is obtained between the experimental and calculated variations. 
5 normalized with the values at  7000 feet  used as  the base values. Guod 
Gas T e m p r a t w e  and Acceleration  Characteristics 
3 Transient measurements of several engine starts were taken, and 
M these records were analyzed t o  give t u - p i p e  gas tempemture, esgine speed, and engine acceleratim. Gas temperature is plotted against en- 
gine speed with l ines of constant acceleratian in  figure 13. The plot 
shows that at each enghe speed there is E maximum acceleration. The 
path a maximum acceleration  transient should take is represented by 
the dashed liae. Increasing the tail-pipe gas tmperature above that 
value at the corresponding engine speed. 
% 
d corresponding t o  the maximum accelemticm  decreases  the  acceleration 
P 
ci 
& Therefore, a maxfmum acceleration f a  this engine ma;y be obtained 
ovex the majority of the start-to-idle speed range with tail-pipe gas 
t-tures below L400° F. - 
A correlatlon was n d . e  between the maxfmum blade tempemture and 
various average gas tengeratures Fn order to determine an applicable 
steady-state temperature cmtrol si-. Idealy, this tempemture sig- 
nal would indicate the maxirmnn blade teqperature at a l l  flight speeds 
and alt i tudes.  
me most applicable temgerature signal  found was the camonly used 
tail-pipe gas tempemture. For the engine studied, the tail-pipe -gas 
temperature gave a constant 210° F differential  below the mascimum blade 
temperature at low altitudes, which decreased t o  180° P at high 
altitudes. 
The dynamic responses of the t;urbine-blade temperatures to the tail- 
pipe gas temperatures at actual rated engine speed were evaluated mer a 
range of altitudes. For ll conditions, the aynemic responses were found 
t o  be essent- f"t-order lags. For .this reasan, the blade t- 
ture dynamic response may be represented by a characteristic time can- 
leading edge havlng the shortest tiroe constant, the tra i l ing  edge 
slightly longer, and the midchord tire constant longer than the hadhg- 
edge time  constant by a factor of a p p m b a t e l y  two. 
- s ta t .  Wse blade tim= canstants  vmy with position on the blade, the 
t 
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The time constants for  the trailing edge, and midchord portions of 
the  turbine  blade were calculated and showed good agreement with the n 
exgerimental results. 
The time constants increased with an Fncrease In altitude, and this L 
variation  correlated very well with a theoretical calculated variation. 
The calculated Variation lndicated that the blade time constants varied 
hversely as wa . 0.8 
For the engine studied, a t  conditions of an alt i tude above 8OOO 
fee t .  and Mach 0.8, at rated engine speed, the turbine-blade time con- 
stants were larger than the product of the tail-pipe gas  temperature- 
rise r a t i o  and the engine time canstant. With this condition, a speed 
control that permits no speed overshoot wil preyent any overshoot i n  
turbine-blade temperature and will elim3nate the need for a separate 
tenperatme-limiting  control. 
A t  each enghe speed during the transient from start to   idle ,  there 
was a defhi te  maximum acceleratim obtainable. Over the lnajority of 
the  start-to-idle speed  ranged th i s  maximum occurred at  a tail-pipe &a8 ?. 
temperature of less  than 1400 F f o r  the en- studied. 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Adviscq Committee for  Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, January 4, 1956 
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SYMBOLS 
wetted area of turbhe blade section, sq ft 
blade thiclmess of chord section of turbine blade, in. 
tail-pipe gas temperature-rise ra t io  
constant 
specific heat of turbine-blade materid,  Btu[(lb](%] 
characteristic dimension, ft 
output voltage of tail-pipe gas temperature ccqensatfm 
network, v 
film coefficient, Btu/(hr] (?E'] (f%) 
proportionality constant, h/k, in.-' 
gas conductivity, Btu/{hr) (9) (ft) 
Mach nuniber 
engine rotor speed, rpm 
Nusselt nun&er 
Prandtl number 
Reynolds nmiber 
complex LapLacian operator 
temperature, OF or  9r 
time, sec 
volume of turbine-blade section, cu ft 
gas velocity, ft/sec 
engine air flow, lblsec 
14 
wf 
X 
a 
r 
6 
e 
Y 
'b 
z 
Td 
'c e 
%C 
51 
w 
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tail-pipe gas temperature sipgal to coqensation network, v 
diffusivity of blade material, pp 
reciproca1,of rise ra t io  of compensation network 
r a t io  of absolute t o t a l  pressure a t  engine inlet t o  MCA 
standard atmospheric pressure a t  sea-level static conditions 
r a t io  of absolute t o t a l  temperature at engine inlet t o  NACA 
standard atmospheric temperature at sea-level s t a t i c  conditions 
kinematic viscosity of g a s ,  sec/sq f t  
density of turbine blade, lb/cu ft . .. 
turbine-blade time constant for response to  tai l-pipe &as 
temperature, 6ec 
time canstant o~ampensa t ion  etwork, sec 
engine time constant, sec 
time constant of taa-pipe gas measuringthermocouples, sec 
break frequency of first-order lag frequency plots, radians/scc 
anwr  frequency, radians/sec 
. Subscripts : 
b turbine blade 
e engine 
€5 tail-pipe gas 
i turbine inlet 
a leading edge  of turbine blade 
m midchord of turbine blade 
n nozzle diaphragn 
w 
m CD 
VI 
4 
NACA RM E55L22 
0 turbine outlet 
c 
P pressure side of t u r b ~ e  blade 
S suction  side of turbine blade 
Sh shell-type radiation probe 
LD t t ra i l ing  edge of turbine blade 
rn x, y arbitrary  altitude  conditions 
rn 
CO 
15 
c 
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AppEM)Ix B I 
Xn calculating the dynamic responses of turbine-blade temperature 
to   ta i l -pipe gas  t q e r a t u r e ,  a determination af the appropriate value 
of the heat -transfer film coefficient  for each position  considered in 
the turbine blade is necessary. The film coefficients are dependent an 
the shape of the blade and the  properties of the gas at the condition VI 
being considered. 
t2 
. "  - . .. . VI . .  . . "  
The film coefficients for the midchord and trailing-edge portions 
of the blade w e r e  CaJ-culated usbg the method suggested in reference 4. 
No attempt was made t o  calculate either the fflm coefficient or the time 
constant of the leading-edge portion of the blade because of insufficient 
knowledge of the heat-transfer characteristics of this portion of the 
bade .  
The gas conditions used in the calcuLatFans presented herein are 
listed In table XV. The velocity distribution determined by the method 
of reference 10 is shown in figure 14. The calculations are at actual 
rated engine speed, an altitude of 7000 feet, and Mach 0.8 
4 
. 
M i d c h o r d  Film Coefficient 
The midchord thermocouple is consfdered t o  be at the midthiclmess of 
a ret- section &ich i s  1.15 inches fram the lea- edge of the 
blade as shown in figure 10. The calculation for the film coefficient 
must be carried out in  two parts,  one for the suction surface and the 
other for  the pressure surface. 
" 
Suction surface. - The flow is turbulent and 
is : 
Nu P O.O29S(Re] 
0.8-113 
where 
the applicable equation 
= 31.5aO4 
2.37h m, a 
. 
Pr = 0.655 
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Pressure surface. - The negative velocity gradient for the pressure 
surface in the midchord region indicates  turbulent flow and equation (Bl) 
is again applicable. In this case: 
Pr = 0.655 
Trailing-Sage Film Coefficient 
As shown in figure 10, the trailing-edge thermocouple is considered 
to be at the midthickness of a rectangular section wbich is 2.15 inches 
frm the leading edge of the blade. The velocity on the pressure s u r -  
face i n  the trailing-edge region is approximately 700 feet   per second, 
as taken froan figure 14. For the calculations presented herein, it will 
be assumed that  the  velocity on the suction surface in  the tra3-g-edge 
region is also 700 feet  per second, that the f l o w  is turbulent, and that 
there is no f l o w  separation i n  thls region. 
The f ’ h  coefficient may again be obtained fmm equation [Bl). 
Re = - DtvP P = ( ~ ) ( 7 o O ] ( g  2.15 x 8) = 2 4 . 2 ~ 0 ~  
Pr  = 0.655 
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Two methods of detexmining the dynamic response of turbine-blade 
t a p e r a t w e  t o  tail-pipe gas temgerature were presented in reference 3. 
Both methods involve the physical properties of the blade and the film 
coefficients. The blade prqperties are known and the film coefficients 
are  calculated i n  appendlx B. 
Method A 
Method A assuws that the temperature is equal throughout the blade 
end that the heat flow is proportfond t o  the difference in temgerature 
between the @s snd the turbFne blade. The general farm of the dynamic 
response of the blade temperature, using Method A, is (from ref.  3) 
As this equ t i an  is a first-order differential equation, it can be char- 
acterized by a t- constant which is defined as 
As discussed in reference 3, equation (Cl) may be converted to   the   f re -  
quency damah by Laplaclsn  transform methods and yields 
TIE plots of figure XL are frequency response plots of equation (~31, 
where Z~ is the blade time constant determined fram lvaethod A. 
Midchord. - The midchord. is considered t o  be a rectangular section 
( f i g . - 1 o ) . e  CalcUlation of the midchord t i m e  constant f~ (consider- 
ing % as the average of the pressure suction surface value) 
NACA RM 3551;22 PC 19 
%! 
aJ 
P 
c 
which gives as a f i m l  result  
T~ = 7.06 seconds 
T r a i l i n  e e. - The trailing edge. is also considered to be a rec- 
-*fig. 10). The calculation of the trailing-edge time 
constant is 
which gives as a final result 
z = 4.17 seconds 
Method B 
This method is the more rigorous became the tenqeerature gradient 
i n  the turbine blade is cansidered. fche solution for the rectangular 
shaped midchord and trailing-edge portions of the turbine blade is de- 
veloped i n  reference 3 from the heat-transfer equation 
and appropriate boundary canditions. The solution is 
Tk 1 
U 
Each term of the dencaninator m y  be represented i n  series form as 
S h c e  the frequency a) is considersbly less than unity i n  the xegion 
of interest, only the LO and & terms will be considered. This gives 
then, for  the ayaamic response of turbhe-bhde temgerature t o  the tail- 
pipe gas temperature 
20 - mACA RM E55L22 
The co2 term is a second-arder effect, and frcm equation (ClO) 
The time constant of Method A, in the same units, is  
and Method B, as expected, increases the time constant, approximately 
n 
by the term $ (ST. T h i s  term is a property of the b m e  only &nd re- . .  - 
suits from the 6onsideration of the t w e r a t u r e  gradient with the blade. 
As the thickness a becomes very sxnall, the two  methods ill yield the 
same answer. 
Midchord. - The values for  the midchord section which axe substi- 
tuted into equation ('210) are 
a =  
The solution of eqmtion 
figure l l (a> ,  and a tim 
%l K = -  = 1.22 in. -1 
k 
2 = 0.075 in. 2 
(C10) for  the midchord section is plotted in 
constant of 7,25 seconds I s  obtained. 
Trailing edge. - The values for the trailing-edge section which 
are substituted Fnt~  equation (C10) are 
NACA RM E55L22 
K +I - =I 0.826 in.” ht k 
&t - 3 0.03 in. 2 
21 
The solution of equation (C10) for the trailing-edge section is plo%ted 
on figure 1l (b) , and a time constant of 4 .I7 secmds Ls obtained. 
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APPENDIX D 
.I 
CALculAfcION OF DYNAMIC RFspoNsE VARIATION Wrma. AEIlLTuDE * 
The time constants for the leading-edge, mldchord, and tmilln@;- 
edge portions of the turbine blade are dependent upon the physical prop- 
erties of the  blade and the film coefficient between the blade and the 
gas stream. Since only the film coefficient varies with altitude, the 
relation % cn
u) 
may be used in  determining altitude effects upon the  blade time conatant. 
A l l  three portions of the blade considered had turbulent flow, and the 
general  equation 
Nu = C(Re)Oo8 ( W  
will hold In the range of Reynolds nmiber encountered. Equation (D2) 
m y  be rewritten: 
-E 
CycRey) 0.8 
where x and g are two alt i tude ccmditians. 'phe constants Cx and 
Cy are equal, and expanding equation (3) gives 
Assuming a canstant  turbine-inlet t-ture 
zx  p (LJ8 
Y 
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TABLE I. - PERFORMANCE C O ~ I T I O N S  
(a) Steady state 
(Altitude, 
I ft 
30,000 
I 45,000 
Mach 
number 
0.5 
.8 
0.8 
~ 
0.5 
.8 
0.5 
.8 
0.5 
.% 
Engine 
t e m p e r a t u r e  p r e s s u r e ,  p e r c e n t  
i n l e t  i n l e t  speed, 
Engine- Engine-- 
lb/sq ft OR 
100 519 1935 
100 2490 
451 931 100 
525 1821 100 
55 7 
100 u 9  7 485 
100 745 432 
100 464 958 
100 411 365 , 
100 442 470 
(b) T r e m s i e n t  
Al tEde ,  1 Mach 1 Engine number speed, p e r c e n t  
Sea. level Start t o  i d l e  0 
7,000 
90-100 .8 45,000 
90-100 .8 25,000 
90-100 .8 15,000 
90-100 .8 
. . . . . . . ... .. . .  
I 
. .  . . .. . .  .. . . 
a - 4  
I 
ft number preesure, temperature 
lb/sg ft '% 
7,000 0.5 1998 
.0 2490 557 
519 
958 464 
365 
470 470 
d l l  
rature, 
I - I I 
255 
225 
x55 
120 
0.850 14l6 
170 28) 505 1400 
165 290 0.424  1 25 
172 
170 
295 
290 .€LE 1400 0.m 1420 
1% 275 
3.218 1480 160 255 
.260 1395 165 2 75 
3855 
, 
-135 
-140 -165 
-180 -220 
-125 -166 -205 
"" 
- l l O  -160 -205 
-95 -160 -I-- 
-105 -160 -205 
-33 -155 -195 
-70 -13s 
-70 -l55 
-175 
-200 
45 
23 
55 
65 
67 
56 
62 
Bo 
60 
N 
CJl 
. .  
. . . . . . . . -. 
Blade Calculated fllm Calculated time constant, Experimental 
.section time constant, 'b? coefficient, 
L b sec 
set' 
Method A Btu/(b-) (OF) [ft) Method B 
Leading """-""""""" "" "" 3.25 
edge 
Midchord Pressure surface, 102.6 7.25 7.06 6.70 
Suction surface, 276 
Trailing 128 4.17  4.17 3.50 
edge 
J 
I 
. .  . . 
I 
. .. . . .  . .. 
I 
.. . . . . . . . . .. - 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
c 
Station 4 
Mach number 
Total pressure, 
lb/sq ft 
Sta t i c  pressure, 
lb/sq f t  
Total temperature, % 
Static temperature, OR 
Velocity, ft/sec 
"" """ 
"" 2160 
Tpb 
t 
blades 
5 
Station Relatfve to 
4a 
11,580 
0.6B 1 .o 
turbine blader 
8320 
6100 6Mo 
2l.m 
le00 1800 
1965 
1395 2050 
. .  
Station 4 
I f  
I I I 
9 
L Nozzle-aiephrap  blades 
(a )  &ass section of engine. (b) Wrrner section. 
Turbine outlet  (station 51 lbrbine inlet  (station 4 1  T a i l  pipe  (Etation 9) 
Three 5-point thermocouple  Three 5-point thermocouple Steady state - 10 single Tva leading-dge Nozzle diaphragm 
rakes (U, u, 6A) rakes (UL, a, 6 ~ )  thermocouplee i n  ring thermocouples 
Tvo radiation themcouple Four 1-point thermocouple Transient - 5 compeaeded behind each 
probe6 (a, 7A) rakes (a, U, 5A, 7A) thermocouples in  ring. combustor. 
Figure 1. - Instrumentation drawing. 
I I 
. .  . . . . . . .  
I 1 I 
SSX 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
.- . . . . . . . .  3855 
..... . 
" I . . . . . . . . . . 
1 1 I 
- 
Compensation 
network E Amplffier Recorder 
.I 
( x  
Pneumatic  actuator and 
tall-pipe themcouple 
1 1  
- -1-7 
<"? I 
(a) Cqeasated gas-temperature  block diagram. 
Movable  shield 
(b)  Pneumatic-actuated  shield asaambly. 
Figure 2. - Apparatus  ueed  to compnsate f o r  lag of 
tail-pipe themcouplea. 
. .. 
I I 
I 
F $ 1  
. .  
30 
X Thermocouple location 
Section &A 
Midchord 
(a) Radial blade 
thermocouples. 
(b) Chorihbe turbine-blade 
thermocouples. 
Figure 3. - Location of both spanwise and chordwise thermo- 
couples on turbine blade. 
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Direction of 
rotation 
Wa 
31 
Top v iew 
Thermocouple leads 
Sid 
Knob-type or 
(a) Location. 
Figure 4. - Radiation probes. 
Knob 
Shell  
(b ) Types of probe 
t ips  used. 
32 
L,P 1. .I 
(a) firbine inlet and outlet 
thermocouple rakes. 
(c) Shell-type radiation 
probe. 
I ' L J  
(b) Knob-type  radiation 
probe. 
(a) Radial location of turbine- 
blade thermocouples. 
Figure 5. - Distance from outslde wall for various 
thermocouples. (All dimensions in Inches.) 
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(a) Altitude, 70Qo feet. 
Figure 6. - Steady-state temperature distribution. Mach number, 0.8; 
rated engine speed. 
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Dletance from outside wall, In. 
(b) Altitude, 25,000 feet .  
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0 Turbine  inlet ,  Ti 
0 Turbine  outlet, To 
. 0 .Turbine blades, 
D Average of turbine inlet 
and out le t ,  2 
T i  4- To 
’ v Nozzle diaphragm, T, 
h Shell-type rad ia t ion  probe, Tsh 
A Average tail pipe, Tg 
. A Bob-type  radiation  probe 
Distance from outside wal, i n .  
(c) Altitude, 45,000 feet. 
Figure  6. - Concluded. Steady-state temperature d is t r ibu t ion .  Mach number, 
0.83 rated engine speed. 
. .. . 
Figure 7 .  - Steady-atate temperature levela ea functlone of operating coaditioaa. 
Rated engine speed. 
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3855 
I 
Frequency, m, radians/eac 
(a) Amplitude plot of r a t i o  of leadlug-edge blade  teqerature  to tail-pipe  temperature. 
F igma  8. - Frequency Bnazysis of englue reaponsee t o  a step i n  fuel flow. Altitude, 7000 feet) Mach 
number, 0.8; percent rated engine ~ p c e d ,  90 to 100. 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . 
Frequency, (D, radians/sec 
(b) Phase angle plot of ratio of leading-edge-bla8e temperature to tail-pipe gas temperature. 
Figure 8 .  - Continued.  Frequency analysis of eugine reaponees to a step In fuel flow. Altitude, 
7000 feet; m h  number, 0.8; percent rated englne epeed, 90 to 100. 
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I 
Frequency, m, radlans/aec 
(d) Phase-angle plot  of ratio of midchord.blede temperature to tail-pipe gm temperature. 
Figure 8. - Continued. Freqpcncy analysia of e a n e  respomes to a step i n  fuel n o v .  Altitude, 7000 
feet; Hsch nwiber, 0.81 percent rated englue weed, 90 t o  100. 
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CH-6 3655 
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I 
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.M . 01  .02 .04 .07 .IO I20 .40 .70 1 2 4 
bequency, m, r&ana/eec 
(e) -lit& plot of r a t io  of trailing-edge blade temperature to tail-pipe gas temperature. 
Figure 8. - Continued. Frequency aualysis of engine rempomes t o  a step in fuel flow. Altitude, 7000 
feet; k h  number, 0.8; percerrt ra6ed engine speed, 90 to 100. 
o Analyzed data - Theoretical first-order lag 
J 
.01 .02 .04 .07 .10 .20 .40 .70 1 2 4 
Frequency, co, radians/aec F G 
(f) Phase angle plot of r a t io  of trailing-edge  blade  t mperature t o  tail-pipe gas temperature. z 
Figure 8 .  - Continued. Frequency anslysi~ of engine responses t o  a s tep  in  fuel flow. Altitude, 7000 feet; CJI w 
UI Mach nwiber, 0.8; percent rated engine speed, 90 to 100. !G 
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I -  I 
. .  . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
CH-6 b k  39% 
I I 
Frequency, (LI, rdians/sec 
( 6 )  hp l i tude   p lo t  of ratio of engine speed t o  englue f u e l  f low.  
Figure 8. - Continued. Frequency analysis of engine reaponsee to a step in fuel f l o w .  Altitude, 7000 feet ;  
Mach ear, 0.B; percent ratea engine meed, 90 t o  100. 
. .  
0 Analyzed data - Theoretical first-order lag 
Frequency, a, radians f Bec 
(h) Phase-angle plot of-ratio of eaglne aped  to engine fuel flow. 
Figure 8. - Concluded. Frequency analyaia of e w n e  reaponsea to a step In fuel flw. Altitude, 7000 feet; 
Mach number, 0.8;  percent rated e w n e  Bpeed, 90 to 100. E 
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7500 15,000 
Figure 9. - Variation of transient characteristics with altitude. Mach  number, 
0.8; percent rated e w n e  ~ipeed, 90 to lo. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
,"idchord 
Figure 10. - Cross section of turbine blade at spanwise location considered 
I n  analysle of turbine-blade temperature dynamics. Shaded areas indicate 
ereas coneidered in calculationa. 
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(b) Phase plot of ratio of mitlchonl blade temperature to tall-pipe gaa temperature. 
Figure 11. - Continued. Calculated dynamic rseponees of turbine-blade t-tratnres. Altitude, 7000 feet; Mach number, 0.5; 
, rated engine aped. 
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a 
0 5 10 w 20 25 30 35 (0  
Engine speed, percent of rated 
Figure 13. - Starting mag of engine. Alt i tude ,  8ea level; zero Mach number. 
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2 1 0 1 
Surface distance from stagnation point ,  in. 
Figure 14. - Calculated turbine-blade  veloclty  dletribution. 
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